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Password

Password-based
authentication is still ubiquitous

Millions of passwords were leaked
pThousands of data breaches were confirmed
l
l
l
l

2016，3141【 Verizon 2016 Data Breach Report 】
2016，1093【IRTC Identity Breach Report】
201603-201703，3785【Thomas et al., CCS 2017】
2011-2015，96 in China【http://www.liu16.com/post/
476.html】

p Some popular websites didn’t survive

Yahoo, Dropbox, LinkedIn, Adobe, Xiaomi, CSDN, Tianya….

Password cracking
p The plaintext of most passwords can be
recovered in a short time.
pPassword distribution follows Zipf law [1]. Most
users’ passwords are in a small set of popular
passwords.
pWebsites should inform the users as soon as
possible after a data breach occurs.
[1] Ding Wang et al. Zipf’s Law in Passwords (2017 TIFS)

Websites did not realize the data
breach
Websites
Myspace
Fling
LinkedIn
Dropbox
VK.com
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Weebly
Last.fm
Deloitte

Account
360,213,049
40,757,760
117 million
68,680,741
100,544,934
3 billion
1 billion
0.5 billion
43,430,316
43,570,999
5 million

Leak time
2008
2011
2012.06
2012.06
2012
2013.08
2013.08
2014.08
2016.02
2012.03
2016.10

Notice time
2016.07
2016.05
2016.05
2016.08
2016.06
2017.10
2016.09
2016.12
2016.10
2012.06
2017.03

Time
interval

8 years
5 years
4 years
4 years
4 years
4 years
3 years
2 years
8 months
3 months
5 months

How to make the data leakage
detectable?
pTraditional storage method
One sever (password file): (ID, pw)
pHoneyword scheme proposed by Juels and
Rivest (CCS’13)
Two severs:
l Password file: (ID, (sw1, sw2, …, swk))
one real password and k-1 decoy passwords
(honeywords)
l Honeychecker: (ID, i)
the position of real password

Honeyword system
pOne parameter
l k: the number of sweetwords (one real password
and k-1 honeywords). E.g., k=20.

pTwo thresholds
l 𝓣↓𝟏 : A user will be alarmed, when the
honeyword login times of this user reaches 𝒯↓1 .
E.g., 𝒯↓1 =1.
l 𝓣↓𝟐 : The website will be alarmed, when the total
honeyword login times of all user on the website
reaches 𝒯↓2 . E.g., 𝒯↓2 =104.

How to generate honeywords
pFour Juels-Rivest methods
l Tweak tail.
Replace the tail characters with the same type characters.
E.g., abcd12→abck40 (d→k, 1→4, 2→0).

l Modeling syntax.
Replace the segments with same type segments. E.g.,
abcd12→efgh40 (abcd→efgh, 12→40)

l Hybrid.
Hybrid of tweak tail and modeling syntax.

l Simple model.
A heuristic method that generates passwords character-bycharacter.

Our contribution
Focus on the honeyword generation method:
pPropose an efficient distinguish attack.
pPropose two security metrics based on attack.
pEvaluate the four Juels-Rivest methods on real
datasets.
pEvaluate the password probability model
method.

Efficient distinguish attackers
The order of attack:
pFor a given user and his k sweetwords (sw1,
sw2, …, swk).
pFor n users on the website and their n×k
sweetwords.
A straightforward idea:
pTop-PW: The decreasing order of probability
Pr(swi) .

Efficient distinguish attackers
A more efficient method:
pNorm top-PW: The decreasing order of normalized
probability Pr(swi)/Σt Pr(swt) .
l For a given user, the order is the same as Top-PW.
l For all users, the order is adaptive:
1. Compute Pr(swi)/Σt Pr(swt) for every sweetword.
2. Crack the user with the maximum sweetword.
3. If succeed, exclude the user and go back to Step 2.
If fail, normalize the remaining sweetwords of the
user and go back to Step 2.

Two security metrics
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Real password datasets
p10 datasets
l 104.36 million passwords
l 9 different web services

Evaluate the four Juels-Rivest methods
Success-number graph
p Norm top-PW(smooth): At least 615,664 (8.75%)
users are sucessfully cracked when the honeyword
login times reaches 104 (on dodonew-ts).
p Expected value: 526 (104/19)

(a) Attacks
on the
method.
(a) Attacks
on tweaking-tail
the tweaking-tail
method.

(b)(b)Attacks
Attacksononthe
themodelling-syntax
modelling-syntax method.
method.

Evaluate the four Juels-Rivest methods
Flatness graph
p Norm top-PW(smooth): At least 35% users can be
successfully cracked at the first try (on dodonew-ts).
p Expected value: 5% (1/20)

n the tweaking-tail method.

n the simple-model method.

(b) Attacks on the modelling-syntax method.

(e) The flatness graph of each method (k=20).

(c) Attacks on the hybrid method.

(f) Tweaking-tail: n=8,129,445, ϵ=0.375

nt results for attacking the four methods in [19] in terms of the success-number and flatness metrics. Each method is
rategies, trained on 50% of Dodonew (i.e., Dodonew-tr) and tested on the remaining 50% (i.e., Dodonew-ts). The su

Evaluate the four Juels-Rivest methods
pSame result on other datasets.
pThe four methods fail to provide the expected
security.
l Success-number graph: on average at least 11% users can be
successfully cracked when the honeyword login times reaches 104.
l Flatness graph: on average at least 29% users can be successfully
cracked at the first try.

The inherent defect of the four JuelsRivest methods
p The honeyword distribution is uniform distribution.
p The password distribution follows the Zipf law.
p The honeyword distribution should be the same as
the password distribution.

Password probability
model generating method

Password probability model generating
method
pTwo state-of-the-art probability models:
l PCFG-based model.
l Markov-based model.

pBetter on the flatness graph but still
vulnerable on the success-number graph.

Password probability model generating
method
pEvery model is not good enough.
pThe probability of a large number of
passwords is underestimated.

Password probability model generating
method
pA possible solution: hybrid model of password
models. E.g., List&Markov&PCFG.
PrList&Markov&PCFG(pw)=1/3PrList (pw)+1/3PrMarkov (pw)+1/3PrPCFG(pw)

pHybrid model is the best on both metrics.
l Flatness graph: 11% (expected value 5%)
l Success-number graph: 1113 (expected value 526)

Conclusion
Honeyword-generation method:
pThe four methods proposed by Juels and
Rivest have inherent defect.
pPassword probability model method:
l Single model is vulnerable.
l Hybrid model is the best on success-number graph and
flatness graph.
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